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Population Genetic Summary Statistics

Watterson’s θ, Tajima’s D, and π are measures used to assess (nucleotide)
diversity. Assessing differences in genetic diversity can provide insights into,
for example, demographic history and selective processes. Calculating these
summary statistics requires sequence data (i.e., SNPs or sequence) and one
should be aware of, or take into account via modeling, the historical demography
of the focal population.

Nucleotide diversity (π) is the average proportion of nucleotides that differ
between any randomly sampled pair of sequences. The calculation requires pi
that is the frequency of sequence i in the sample, pj that is the frequency of
sequence j in the sample, and πij that is the proportion of sites that differ
between i and j. The formula is as follows:

π =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

pipjπij

It can be seen with that formula that the p parameter or the frequency of alleles
are paramount to the calculation of π. Watterson’s estimator of θ relies on the
the number of segregating sites (Sn) of n alleles and is formulated as follows:

θ̂ = Sn

1+ 1
2 + 1

3 ...
1
n

The θ̂ means that this formula should be a good estimator for θ = 4Nµ that
is expected under neutrality. We also see that the numerator Sn is a count
of segregating sites, and thus rare and common alleles have the same weight.
The number of alleles (n) in this equation are those that differ by origin, which
simply refers to a sample of n (different) alleles from a population. We also
assume the infinite sites model and that n « Ne. Of special importance is under
neutrality the sum of site heterozygosities (i.e. 2pq = 2p(1-p) is:

π = E

{ ∞∑
i=1

2pi(1− pi)
}

= θ

Lastly, Tajima’s D takes the difference between the Watterson’s θ and π:

D = θ̂−π̂
C

where C is a normalizing constant - see full equation for C in Gillesipie (2004).
We immediatly see that when θ is equal to π, D is zero: this is expected under
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neutrality. When D is > 0, this is suggestive of a bottleneck or balancing selection;
when a population expands or is under positive selection D is < 0. Tajima’s D
capitalizes on the fact that π encompasses more of the intermediate frequency
alleles, where as θ reflects more the rare (low frequency) alleles; deviations due
to demography and selection cause these two values to change and produce
non-zero values of D.

Relevent Readings

Gillespie JG (2004) Population Genetics: A Concise Guide. The John Hopkins
University Press.

The Effective population size or Ne is the size of an “ideal” population that
would have the same rate of inbreeding or decrease in genetic diversity due to
genetic drift as the real population of interest. Strictly speaking, Ne formalizes
the non-adaptive loss of genetic variation via genetic drift. Microsatellite data,
sequence, and SNP data can be used to determine the value of Ne, and linkage
will bias estimates downwardly. Most estimates of Ne encompass one to a few
generations of a focal population; in contrast the coalescent Ne - see Wakely &
Sargsyan 2009 - that encompassess genetic variation of a larger taxonomic unit
(subspecies or species) over a much longer time frame (i.e. 4Ne generations).

The program NeEstimator is ubiquitously used in literature and the linkage
disequilibrium method (Waples & Do 2004) is the most accurate among the
single-sample methods. The equation below calculates a correlation coefficient
for each pair of alleles at each pair of loci and computes an average of all of the
correlation coefficients:

r̂∆ = ∆̂√
[p̂(1−p̂)+(hi−p̂2)][q̂(1−q̂)+(hi−q̂2)]

′

Here hij are the homozygote frequenecies, and p̂ and q̂ are the allele frequencies
for i and j respectively. Weir’s unbiased estimator ∆̂ is equal to ∆̂S/(S-1) where
S is the number of individuals sampled. This value is then input into the below
formula for a randomly mating populations when S is > 30:

Ne = 1/3+
√

1/9−2.76r̂2′

2r̂2′

and less than 30:

Ne = 0.308+
√

0.308−2.08r̂2′

2r̂2′

The coalescent Ne can be derived from π, as we know that under neutrality:

θW = θπ = 4Nµ

Rearranging this allows the coalescent Ne to be solved from θπ / 2cµ, where c
is the ploidy level and µ is the mutation rate, per site, per generation. Thus
calculating π allows for the extrapolation of the coalescent Ne.
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Relevent Readings

Peart CR, et al. (2019) Determinants of genetic variation across eco-evolutionary
scales and their implications for the Anthropocene.

Wakely J & Sargsyan O (2009) Extensions of the coalescent effective population
size. Genetics 181: 341-345

Waples RS & Do C (2008) LDNE: a program for estimating effective population
size from data on linkage disequilibrium. Molecular Ecology 8: 753-756

FST, Nei’s D and Jost’s D all measure population differentiation on a scale
from 0 (no differentiation) to 1 (completely differentiated). Metrics rely on
allele frequencies, so SNP and microsatellite data are suitable. FST is arguably
the most famous metric and was introduced by Sewall Wright in 1949. The
fixation index (F) measures differentiation due to drift and can be derived when
Hardy-Weinberg proportions have been violated, presumably due to non random
mating. F is integrated into genotype frequency estimates as follows:

Genotype A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

random mating p2 2pq q2

non-random mating p2(1− F ) + pF 2pq(1− F ) q2(1− F ) + qF

When F > 0 there is an excess of homozygotes, where < 0 occurs from an excess
of heterozygotes. When two populations are combined (the “species” average
below) the expected (H-W) proportions differ from what is observed.

Genotype A1 A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

Population 1 0.25 0.0625 0.375 0.5625
Population 2 0.75 0.5625 0.375 0.0625

Species (combined) 0.5 0.3125 0.375 0.3125
Species (H-W) 0.5 0.25 0.50 0.25

Combining the two above tables we can see that 2pq(1− F ) = 0.375, allowing
us to solve for F(ST ), which is 0.25 in this example. Other derivations of FST

have emerged, notably:

FST = GS−GT

1−GT
= 2V ar{pi}

1−GT

where GT = p2 + q2 and is the probability that two alleles drawn at random with
replacement from the entire species are identical by state. GS is the probability
that two alleles drawn at random with replacement from a randomly chosen
subpopulation are identical by state. Intuitively this equation is nice as it means
if you always grab the same allele (A1) in both GS and GT , the populations
are identical and FST is zero; if the the alleles are always different (A1 and
A2), FST is one. One last derivation worth highlighting is based on within and
between population diversity:
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FST = πBetween−πW ithin

πBetween

Nei’s D was introduced in 1972 and assumes genetic differences are caused by
mutation and genetic drift. D is derived first by calculationg I as follows:

I =
∑L
i=1
∑li
j=1 pij,xpij,y√∑L

i=1(
∑li
j=1 p

2
ij,x)

∑L
i=1(

∑li
j=1 p

2
ij,y)

where pij,x frequency of jth allele at ith locus in population X. Once solved, DNei

is equal to −ln(I). When populations enter into a mutation-drift equilibrium,
assuming all mutations result in new alleles in accordance with the the infinite
alleles model, the expected value of D increases in proportion to the time after
divergence between two populations.

Jost’s D is a relatively new metric that arose out of concerns related to the
derivation of FST . Jost’s D is independent of average within-subpopulation
heterozygosity (i.e. πWithin. The equation is strikingly similar to variants of
FST but takes into account the number of subpopulations (n):

D = HT −HS

[1−HS ][ n
n−1 ]

To date we have observed no major discrepancies - or alteration of population
genetic interpretations - using either FST , Nei’s D or Jost’s D.

Relevent Readings

Gillespie JG (2004) Population Genetics: A Concise Guide. The John Hopkins
University Press.

Jost L (2008) G(ST) and its relatives do not measure differentiation. Molecular
Ecology 17:4015-4026

Wright S (1949) The Genetical Structure of Populations. Annals of Eugenics
15:323-354

Nei M. (1972) Genetic Distance between Populations. American Naturalist
106:283-292

Population Genetic Analyses

Pedigree reconstructions depict ancestral relationships and for example are
useful for inferring patterns of inheritance, understanding life-history traits,
partitioning phenotypic variance between the environment and genetics, and
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estimating inbreeding coefficients. Reconstructing a pedigree relies on generating
genotypic data (SNPs or microsatellites) and calculating allele frequencies.

In many human and wildlife cases maternity is known so the focus is assigning
a father. This can be done by identifying mismatches (i.e. father is A1A1 and
offspring is A3A3) and setting an exclusion criteria. In practice, good field
data, meaning knowing possible parents, combined with mismatch analysis can
readily identify the father. In many cases, however, likelihood ratios are used
to determine paternity and this analysis relies on: i) frequency of offspring
alleles that came from candidate parents; ii) genotypic state (heterozygous or
homozygous) of the parents. As will be shown with the likelihood formula,
paternal homozygous and rare genotypes will result in higher likelihoods.

In the case of a known mother, Marshall et al. (2007) defined the following
likelihood for a father being tested at a single locus:

L(H1|gM , gP , gO) = T (GO|GM , GP )P (GM )P (GP )

Similarly, the likelihood that the mother and random father are the parents is
as follows:

L(H2|gM , gO) = T (GO|GM )P (GM )P (GP−random)

P(Gi) and P(Gj) are the frequencies of the mother’s and alleged father’s geno-
types in the population; T(Gij) is the mendelian segregation or transmission
probability from each parent and should be 1 if homozygous and 0.5 if heterozy-
gous. The likelihood ratio (LR) at the locus is then calculated, which is simply
the first equation divided by the second:

L(H1|gM ,gP ,gO)
L(H2|gM ,gO)

The LR for each locus are multiplied to produce a final LOD score; true fathers
should have a positive LOD score and you can see in the first equation how a
homozygous (T(GP )=1) rare genotype P(GP<0.05) would result in a higher
likelihood value.

Simulations are run using the population allele frequency and age/sex data of
the population to determine a significant delta value, meaning a LOD score
that results in a 95% probability of correct paternal assignment. Marshall et
al. (2007) provides additional likelihood derivations for additional scenarios such
as when the mother is unknown.

Relevent Readings

Marshall TC, Slate J, Kruuk LEB & Pemberton JM (1998) Statistical confi-
dence for likelihood-based paternity inference in natural populations. Molecular
Ecology 7: 639-655

A population bottleneck is a pronounced reduction in population size that
can result in the loss of genetic diversity, compromise a species’ ability to adapt
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to environmental change, and increase the likelihood of extinction via a host of
genetic and demographic processes. Detecting a population bottleneck is often
used in evaluating the need for conservation efforts, especially when dealing
with threatened or endangered species. Geneoypic data from microsatellites and
SNPs can be used to test whether a bottleneck has occurred.

There are some simple tests to evaluate if a bottleneck has occurred (M-ratio
test, heterozygote excess using BOTTLENECK) that rely on the number of
alleles, allelic range, and heterozygosity. These are baed on the expectation that
alleles are lost during a bottleneck, while heterozygosity is miminally impacted
(i.e. gets restored to Hardy-Weinberg proportions).

Among the more accurate bottleneck detection tests are those that use Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) coalescent simulations of the population history to
assess the possibility of a population decline or expansion. The following formula
utilizes current population size (N0), ancestral population size (N1), and the ratio
of time between time of sampling (t) and time of ancestral population size (Ta).
Going backwards in time, the population size N(t) changes deterministically
(either linearly or exponentially) to an ancestral size N1 at time t = Ta and then
remains constant at N1 for t > Ta.

N(t) = N0
N1
N0

t/Ta

As the time seperating the population change from sampling (t) increases
(i.e. t/Ta) the ratio becomes smaller, thereby weakening the influence on N(t).
Likewise, the ratio ofN1 toN0 clearly influences N(t), with a value one equating to
no change, >1 a bottleneck, and <1 and expansion. To determine if an expansion
or decline has occurred, likelihoods are calculated from the genealogical history
of the sample represented as a sequence of events (coalescences and mutations)
and Bayes factors are computed (e.g., a population decline is the ratio of the
posterior probability of a population decline divided by the posterior probability
of a population expansion).

Relevent Readings

Girod C, Vitalis R, Leblois R & Freville H (2011) Inferring population decline
and expansion from microsatellite data: A simulation-based evaluation of the
Msvar method. Genetics 188: 165-179.

Peery ZM, Kirby R, Reid BN, Stoelting R, Doucet-Beer E, Robinson S, Vasquez-
Carrillo C, Pauli JN & Palsboll PJ (2012) Reliability of genetic bottleneck tests
for detecting recent population declines. Molecular Ecology 21: 3403-3418.

Luikart G, Allendorf FW, Cornuet JM & Sherwin WB (1988) Distortion of
allele frequency distributions provides a test for recent population bottlenecks.
Journal of Heredity 89: 238-247.

Storz JF & Beaumont MA (2002) Testing for genetic evidence of population
expansion and contraction: an empirical analysis of microsatellite DNA variation
using a hierarchical Bayesian model. Evolution 56: 154-166.
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The Pairwise Sequentially Markovian Coalescent model or PSMC estimates the
effective population size (Ne) over time from a single diploid individual. The
model creates a time of the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) distribution
for each allele across the entire genome, with the rate of coalescent events is
inversely proportional to Ne:

Ne = 1
Coalescent rate

In the coalescent the probability of a coalescent event occurring per generation is
1
N , and the TMRCA is exponentially distributed with a mean N. This means that
most coalescent events occur quickly (or recently), and likewise, the strongest
PSMC signal is most recent - thus the approximate time range is is 10k to 1M
years ago. Key considerations are i) >18X but <30X genome coverage; ii) <25%
missing data; iii) identifying a biologically relevant mutation rate and generation
time.

PSMC has been extended to include multiple phased genomes known as MSMC.
Recent work has shown that harmonic mean of the PSMC Ne estimate is very
similar to that of the coalescent Ne derived from π and µ.

Relevent Readings

Li H & Durbin R (2011) Inference of human population history from individual
whole genome sequences. Nature 475:493-496

Nadachowska Brzyska K, Burri R, Smeds L, Ellegren H (2016) PSMC analysis
of effective population sizes in molecular ecology and its application to black
and white Ficedula flycatchers. Molecular Ecology 25:1058-1072

eart CR, et al. (2019) Determinants of genetic variation across eco-evolutionary
scales and their implications for the Anthropocene.
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